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IFROGZ Defence Bundle Pack mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6")
Cover Transparent

Brand : IFROGZ Product code: 300511311

Product name : Defence Bundle Pack

- Edge-to-Edge Protection: Defence screen delivers edge-to- edge impact and scratch protection that
comes from 100% pure transparent film
- Contains Recycled Materials: Defence clear case incorporates recycled plastics
- Crystal Clear, Durable case: Crystal clear, durable case protects the sides and back of your device
- Smudge resistant: Oil-resistant to prevent fingerprints and other smudge marks to help keep your
screen pristine
- Precision touch sensitivity: With its super-smooth feel and precision touch sensitivity, Defence gives
you polished protection pixel for pixel
- Crystal Clear Visibility: 100% light transmition accentuates crystal clear image resolutions and vibrant
colours
- Slim Design: Non bulky, pocket friendly design
Defence Bundle Pack For Samsung Galaxy A34 5G

IFROGZ Defence Bundle Pack mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6") Cover Transparent:

360° protection that shows off your phone. A transparent film front, and a clear, durable case preserve
the beauty of your phone with slim, full-body protection.

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.8 cm (6.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy A34 5G
Case type * Cover
Product colour * Transparent
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Impact resistant, Scratch resistant

Features

Fingerprint resistant
Built-in battery *

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Screen protector
Package type Hanging box
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